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Abstract 
We consider nonparametric estimation of the stationary distribution of the number of 
customers in a GI/M/l-queueing system just before arrival times, in the situation where the 
service time distribution is assumed to be exponential with known mean and the interarrival 
time distribution is unknown. It is supposed that a random sample of interarrival times is 
available. The proposed estimator is the stationary distribution for the GI/M/l-queue with the 
same service time distribution as for the original queueing system and with interarrival time 
distribution given by the empirical distribution based on the sample of interarrival times. The 
stationary distribution is defined in terms of the solution to an equation involving the Laplace 
transform of the interarrival time distribution; this solution is estimated by the solution of the 
corresponding equation in terms of the empirical Laplace transform. We derive strong consist- 
ency and asymptotic normality of this estimated solution and use these results to obtain 
limiting results for the law of the L’ and the Lz distance of the estimated stationary distribution 
from the unknown true distribution. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider a GI/M/l-queue with service rate p and interarrival distribution 
G(x) = P{ TI x}. Assume ET= 1-l < co and put L(s) = E[exp( -ST)] for the 
Laplace (-Stieltjes) transjbrm of T. Further, put p = J,/,u, the trafic intensity. 
Denote by X, the number of customers in the system as seen by the nth arrival, then 
IX,, n > 1) is a Markov chain. It can be shown (Ross, 1983 p. 113; Cinlar, 1975, - 
Theorem 6.5, p. 179) that if p < 1, 
~=(l -b)/?” k=O,l,... 
where fl is the unique solution of 
W(1 - P)) = 8, 
*Corresponding author. 
then the limiting probabilities have the form 
(1) 
(2) 
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in the interval (0, 1). We are interested in estimating (7~~) on the basis of a sample of 
size n from the interarrival times, i.e. { Ti, i = 1,2, . . . . II} _ 
To get an estimator for rr, we need an estimator for fl first. As /I is defined by the 
Laplace transform L it seems natural to replace L by the empirical Luplace (-Stieltjes) 
transform 
L,(s) := t .i; eCsTi. 
t-1 
The empirical Laplace transform and the closely connected empirical moment 
generating function have been useful tools in queueing theory and allied areas. One of 
the earliest papers dealing with ruin theory has been written by Grandell(1979) and 
our evaluation of the quality of the estimator for /? is closely connected to Grandell’s 
work. For general statistical properties of L,(s) see Csiirgii and Teugels (1990) and 
Vanmarcke (1992). For another application to nonparametric estimation in queueing 
theory, see Gaver and Jacobs (1988). 
It is natural to define b” to be the (hopefully) unique value for which 
L&(1 - B.)) = B. (3) 
and in Section 2 we discuss the existence and the quality of this estimator of /?. From 
(1) it follows that a reasonable estimator for rzk is 
ii,=(l-B.)&, k=O,l,... 
if 0 < /?” < 1. By the results in Section 2 it will follow that 
P(B,=l}+O asn+co (4) 
so that for the discussion of r?,, we can restrict ourselves to the case where 0 < 8. < 1. 
The quality of the estimator r& is treated in Section 3. 
The reader will notice that in Section 2 the quantity of interest is an element from 
the set of real numbers. In Section 3 however, the corresponding quantity is a prob- 
ability distribution; the quality of the estimator is assessed as an element of appropri- 
ate spaces of distributions on the nonnegative integers. 
2. The estimator 8, 
After treating the existence we turn to the quality in the second part. 
2.1. Existence of 0 < j?” < 1 
Since L, is itself a Laplace transform Eq. (3) has a unique solution 0 < /?” < 1 if 
-L;(O) = T > l/p. The probability that this is not fulfilled, decreases geometrically in 
n. For, by using the conjugate distribution (or exponential tilting) 
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we have that 
L(t - s) 
L,(s) = E[emsT’] = L(t) , 
where T’ has distribution function G,, and for each n 2 1 
I 
00 
G?‘(x) = [L(t)]-” e-tydG(“)(y), 
-.X 
where G(“) denotes the n-fold convolution of G. By an integration by parts one derives 
Put y = -(n/p) + J new, where c > 0 is a constant, to obtain 
P = [L(t)e-“q”ct&l %e-“fiP{-i<$,< -$+c&w]dw, 
where Si = Ti + Ti + ... + T.’ is a sum of i.i.d. random variables with d.f. G,. 
In the general case we can bound the probability inside the integral by 1 to find that 
P{ F I l/,u} I [L(t)e”“]“, Note that the function h(t) := L(t)e” satisfies the condi- 
tions h(0) = 1 and h’(0) = - (1 - p)/l. So there always exists a positive value oft for 
which L(t)e”” c 1 and hence P{ i= I l/p} decreases geometrically to 0 when n -+ co. 
However, in many cases one can be more specific. Note first that L’(t)/L(t) is 
a nonincreasing function in t since 
a c(t) 
-[ 1 
_ = L”(t)L(t) - L’(t)2 
at L(t) L(t)2 
= L;(O) - L;(O)’ = Var T’ 2 0. 
Define the finite, nonnegative quantity z = lim,t, ( - L’(t)/L(t)). Then we can choose 
t in such a way that 
L’(t) 1 
ET’= -L;(o)=~(l)c -; (5) 
whenever z < pL- ‘. The solution t > 0 exists and is unique since p < 1 and 
L’(O)/L(O) = -l/A -L -l/p. This choice of t entitles us to apply a Berry-Esseen 
argument to {$,}~Zl. Put c2 := a: = Var T’. Then 
Hence 
P d 
I I 
- [L(t)e’@]” 
1 
asn-+ co, 
p ta,&l 
where t has to satisfy (5). 
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2.2. Quality of /?,, 
Proposition 1 in Csorgd and Teugels (1990) ( see also Csiirgti (1982)) applies to the 
extent that for every k E N and s EZ, where I is a closed interval in the region of 
convergence of L(s), 
and 
(6) 
Note further that by a one-term Taylor expansion 
e-~(l -/in)T, = e-~(l -PIT, _ ll(p _ $)~~~-~‘l-b(i))Ti, 
where min(/?,,,, /I) < b,,(i) < max(&, fl). 
Reason now as follows: by (2) and (3) 
A - B = &A41 - A)) - U/41 - P)) 
P(1 -/bT, _ ECe-“’ -/UT]) 
= i i$l { (e-PC1 pfi)T, _ E[e- J’(l--Ii)T]} + ($ _ a)! ,$ 7;:em’(l-fin(i)IT,, 
I-1 
Solving for j?” - p, we obtain 
A(p 
n 
_ B) = (l/J%) EyEI (emU’l-B)Ti - E[e-acl-S)T]} 
1 _ (p/n) I:=1 Tie-@(’ -LI(~))~~ 
By the central limit theorem, (6) and a Slutsky-type argument (see Serfling (1980)) as in 
Csbrgd and Teugels (1990) we obtain the following Lemma. 
Lemma 1. Assume that p < 1, then 
where 
(72 = 
v~~(~-w”‘-P’T) WP(1 - B)) - L2(PL(1 - P)) 
[l _ /$[Te~“‘~““]]Z = Cl + &‘Ml - P)Jl” 
3. Quality of jlk 
Before embarking on the assessment of the quality of fik in estimating the stationary 
distribution we would like to stress that we do not need the full strength of the results 
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of the previous section. As the referee remarked the only result we really need is that 
P{ r > l/p eventually} = 1 and this follows immediately from the law of large 
numbers. 
3.1. L2-convergence 
Under the assumption that 0 < /I < 1 and 0 < jn < 1, we have that 
,zo ink - 72k12 = k,fo [fiktl - b) - pit1 - &)I’ 
= ,Eo CP’“(l - P)” + R”(l - ~JZ - 2(1 - mu - i%Mk~~l 
_ (1 - B)’ I (1 - BnY _ 2 (1 - PM - B.1 
1 - p’ 1 - Pn’ 1 - PD. 
1 
= 2(pn - D)2 (1 + fl)(l + jJ(l - p&n, 
Using (6), the coefficient of (a - /I)’ converges a.s. to 2/(1 - /I’)(1 + p)“. Using (4), 
Lemma 1 and a Slutsky-type argument, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. If p < 1, then 
where 
2 
a-1 = (1 - /P)(l + p)’ 
and xf is a chi-squared distribution with one degree offreedom. 
3.2. L’-convergence 
L’-convergence of 
fashion. There exists 
from [ko] to [ko] + 
= (1 - B,)j$, thus 
r& to rck can be proved in a slightly more complicated 
a k,, such that sgn(@(l - j?) - &l - B.)) changes for I 
1. Actually kc, can be found as the solution of (1 - j3)B”” 
k 
0 
= k 
0 
@) = Wl - PI - log(l - Bn) 
1WP” - 1ogP . 
(7) 
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Now, under the assumption that 0 -C /I, fi,, < 1 
I B”U - PI - m - a.,1 
k=O 
= sgn& - B) C ‘2 CPkU - B) - &l - it)) k=O 
- k=,$,+l (8”(1 - a> - I?(1 - ib] 
= sgn(8, - pp(pl+l - pl+l). 
Using a one-term Taylor expansion we obtain that 
k$o ink - $kt = 21i7n - pi([kOl +  l)jiko’, 
where min( /?“,, /I) I /?” I max(fi”, jl). 
In view of (6) we can write 
and 
We then have by (7) that 
k 
0 
= - log(1 - Ml - B)) a.;. P 
hzu + C/B) 1-p. 
Since (6) also implies that B”, a2/?, we obta’ m as in Theorem 1 the following result. 
where 
and xf is a chi-squared distribution with one degree offreedom. 
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